AGENDA ITEMS:

I. MAC Advisor Appeals/Administrative Review
   - EM/63050 Administrative Review: Student enrolled during 2018-19 catalog year. Request to waive 2 MAC requirements (MGIL & MSA). This request does not qualify for Administrative Review as this was an elective catalog change. After discussion, motion to move student to the current catalog year (2021-2022) and allow MAC exemption given that the student has completed all General Education requirements under GEC (Zarecki, Jones), motion approved.

   - CM/63051 Advisor Appeal: Request to allow PHI 111 to satisfy GEC WI marker. Motion to approve recommendation that student move the new catalog year (2021-2022) and consider a transfer of INTL 1101 to satisfy MGIL MAC requirement (MacSween, Zarecki), motion approved.

II. Announcements/Other Items
    Based on the appeals received, Council will draft a resolution to share with Senate. The resolution will state degree audits should take place during the semester prior to graduation.